Shear modulus estimation using parallelized partial volumetric reconstruction.
Magnetic resonance elastography can be limited by the computationally intensive nonlinear inversion schemes that are sometimes employed to estimate shear modulus from externally induced internal tissue displacements. Consequently, we have developed a parallelized partial volume reconstruction approach to overcome this limitation. In this paper, we report results from experiments conducted on breast phantoms and human volunteers to validate the proposed technique. More specifically, we demonstrate that computational cost is linearly related to the number of subzones used during image recovery and that both subzone parallelization and partial volume domain reduction decrease execution time accordingly. Importantly, elastograms computed based on the parallelized partial volume technique are not degraded in terms of either image quality or accuracy relative to their full volume counterparts provided that the estimation domain is sufficiently large to negate the effects of boundary conditions. The clinical results presented in this paper are clearly preliminary; however, the parallelized partial volume reconstruction approach performs sufficiently well to warrant more in-depth clinical evaluation.